
Guardian Angel School
Summer Assignment- 2022

Grade 7

*Each student must complete the following assignment which is due on the first day of school. Failure to
complete the assignments will result in five points deducted each day that it is late. This will be your first

grade for ELA.*

Reading:

Choose a personal narrative of your choice to read. �is will be your first RISE Project for September. After
reading the book, complete the “Character Portrait” Collage.

Purpose- To create a “Character Portrait” Collage that accurately portrays the main character of the novel.

Directions-

1. Choose a main character from the novel
2. On a piece of paper (computer/cardstock/construction paper) draw an outline of the profile of your

character
3. Fill in your profile outline with images that relate to your character (you may cut out images from

magazines, print images, or draw them NEATLY)
4. On a Google Doc, write how your profile collage accurately portrays your character

a. This should be at least one page in length

*These portraits MUST BE PRINTED OUT and SUBMITTED on the FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL. If the portrait
is NOT printed out, there will be five points deducted for each day it is late*



Name: _______________________________ Grade 7
Guardian Angel School September 2022

Personal Narrative- Character Profile Rubric

4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point

Content All requirements of
the profile were
met-proper page
size, solid
background,
multiple images

Missing one of the
requirements of
the profile.

Missing two of the
requirements of
the profile.

Missing three of
the requirements
of the profile.

Presentation “Character Portrait”
is presented in a
neat, clear, and
organized manner.

“Character Portrait”
is presented in a
manner that is neat
but lacks e�ort.

“Character Portrait”
is presented in a
sloppy manner and
lacks e�ort.

“Character Portrait”
does not show e�ort
that reflects the
abilities of an eighth
grader.

Composition Develop the topic
with relevant,
well-chosen facts,
definitions,
concrete details,
quotations, or
other information
and examples from
the text(s)

Develop the topic
with relevant facts,
definitions, details,
quotations, or
other information
and examples from
the text(s)

Partially develop
the topic of the
essay with the use
of some textual
evidence, some of
which may be
irrelevant

Demonstrate an
attempt to use
evidence, but only
develop ideas with
minimal,
occasional
evidence which is
generally invalid or
irrelevant

Coherence,
Organization, and

Style

Exhibit clear
organization, with
the skillful use of
appropriate and
varied transitions
to create a unified
whole and enhance
meaning

Exhibit clear
organization, with
the use of
appropriate
transitions to
create a unified
whole

Exhibit some
attempt at
organization, with
inconsistent use of
transitions

Exhibit little
attempt at
organization, or
attempts to
organize are
irrelevant to the
task

Control of
Conventions

No errors in
punctuation,
capitalization and
spelling.

Almost no errors
in punctuation,
capitalization and
spelling.

Many errors in
punctuation,
capitalization and
spelling.

Numerous and
distracting errors
in punctuation,
capitalization and
spelling.

Grade: _____/ 20 = _______

Comments:



Castle Creation

Objective(s): Students will construct three-dimensional figures (cubes, rectangular and
triangular prisms, and pyramids) to build a castle using construction paper, cardstock, cardboard
boxes, etc. Students will identify the number of edges, vertices, and faces of given shapes and
proceed to find the volume of their castle. Students will use their knowledge of nets to
accurately measure the given shapes.

Step 1: Choose what shape you would like to use to construct your castle.
Step 2: Construct each shape…

a: measure and cut out each figure
b: label each net and make creases along each dotted line
c: fold and glue your figure into a three-dimensional shape

Step 3: Describe each shape…
a: record its edges, faces, and vertices.
b: calculate the surface area of each (formulas provided below)
c: calculate the volume of each (formulas provided below)

Step 4: Build your castle…
a: use at least 1 of each shape
b: be creative

Step 5: Describe your castle:
How many of each three dimensional shape did you use?

Step 6: Calculate your castle…
a: calculate the total number of edges
b: calculate the total number of faces
c: calculate the total number of vertices
d: calculate the total surface area
e: calculate the total volume



Three-Dimensional Shapes with Formulas and Nets

Surface Area: 6s2

Volume: s3

Surface Area: 2(lw)+2(lh)+2(wh)
Volume: lwh

Surface Area: bh + L(s1+s2+s3)
Volume: ½(bhL)
L: length of the prism
s1,s2,s3: sides of the triangle

Surface Area: 2(bh) + B
Volume: ⅓(Bh)
B: Area of the base of the pyramid



7th Grade Summer Project

Task- You are to create a biography on an important figure we will learn about in early
American History this year. In you biography you are to include

- Information about how your historical figure grew up/rose to fame(1 paragraph)
- What they did to contribute to US History(1Paragraph)
- How their legacy lives on today (1 Paragraph)
- At least two images
- Bibliography

You must choose one of the following. Choices include- Hiawatha, Benjamin Franklin, Francis
Scott Key, Alexander Hamilton, Henry Clay, Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglas

Be Prepared to present your project on the first week of school.


